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Inductive / Exploratory
What is the discourse* related to X?

How has the discourse around X changed?

How and why is the discourse around X different for groups 
Y and Z?

*discourse, frames, etc.





computation (statistics) == GOOD

human judgement == BAD



When it comes to formal analyses, we might say that bad 
sociologists code, and good sociologists count. The reason 
is that the former disguises the interpretation and moves it 
backstage, while the latter delays the interpretation, and 
then presents the reader with the same data on which to 
make an interpretation that the researcher herself uses.

Lee, Monica and John Levi Martin. 2015. “Coding, Counting and Cultural Cartography.” American Journal of Cultural Sociology 3 (1): 1-33. 
https://doi.org/10.1057/ajcs.2014.13





Ex-ante interpretations are problematic because 
they involve the necessarily subjectively driven 
exclusion of linguistic units or the grouping of 
particularities into labeled categories beyond 
the observer’s sight.

Goldenstein, Jan, and Philipp Poschmann. 2019. “Analyzing Meaning in Big Data: Performing a Map Analysis Using Grammatical Parsing 
and Topic Modeling.” Sociological Methodology. Online First. doi:10.1177/0081175019852762.
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● Constrain the “semantic surrounding” to the paragraph in which their 
chosen keywords occurred

● Include only adjectives and nouns (and excluding proper nouns) in the text 
used to construct their topic model

● Exclude a full 38 of the 70 semantic patterns they estimated and pool the 
resulting 32 topics into six semantic groups

● Label the six semantic groups with their own subjectively chosen phrases

● Use the number of unique semantic triplets (rather than frequency) per main 
era (era defined through yet another ex-ante choice of clustering cutoff) as 
the relevant textual characteristic of their data  
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research question or purpose.



Text conveys a vast amount of information, much of it 
ambiguous and only some of which is relevant for a 

research question or purpose.

It is simply impossible to represent text in a way truly absent 
any subjective decisions and have those representations be 

analytically useful or meaningful.

Belies an ontological truth about text as data



“Pure”
Representation

Transparency 
and 

Replicability





Information Extraction



Is the information extracted from the text the 
most relevant information to the social 

process/concept/question?



Were the techniques (computational or 
otherwise) used to extract this information the 

most accurate techniques available?
 



Is the method used the most transparent and 
replicable available?



Within reason, if the authors altered linguistic 
key decision points, would they extract the 

same information from the text?



Is the authors’ interpretation reproducible?



Guidelines
1. Is the author extracting the most relevant information?
2. Are the methods the most accurate available?
3. Are the methods transparent and replicable?
4. Is the conclusion robust to sensitivity checks?
5. Is the interpretation reproducible?



Text as Data for Inductive Analysis
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Text as Data for Inductive Analysis
✓ Information extraction tools
✓ Embrace and acknowledge researcher degrees of freedom
✓ Reproducible interpretation
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